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X'igure 5. Interpretation ofprincipal features offigure 4, with magnetization directions in the basic
lamination structure identified according to the lettering on the octahedron, figure 1. Orientation
same as stereographic projection, figure 2. 180odomain walls identified by heavy interrupted lines.

possible.Along the field boundary segmentin the [T10] direction, the A/B facet lies
in the zorreof [110], and C meets C in a null-wall. The appearanceof this field
boundary in figure 4a, c is consistentwith the presenceof alternate lengths of null
wall.
The relatively large number of 180owalls in the upper right field in figure 4 ties the
stripe orientation fairly closelyto the [201] direction. Excluding the top right cornet
of figure 4b where the stripe pattern has a high density of stripe dislocations,the
angle betweenstripes in this field and ;11t1 is between38oand 39o.In the large area
of the lower left field that does not contain 180owalls the stripe orientation is free
to vary, and it is seenthat thesestripes are more wavy than those in the upper field,
the averageangle with 1t t t] being about 30'. If the lamination walls keep strictly in
the [011] zonethis angleimplies an inclination on averageabout 10' off (100),making
64owith the specimensurface.
5. Closure domains
The uniformity of the diffraction contrast pattern along the stripes (apart from
some variation of stripe period and the occasionalinsertion of new stripes by edge
dislocationsof the stripe pattern) arguesfor a simple closuredomain structure whose
cross-section,like that of the underlying two-componentlamination, is independent
of position along the stripe direction. The structure proposed,in its ideal geometric
realisation, is shown in figure 6. Planes and directions in figure 6 are indexed
appropriately for the upper right, Are plus ArC field in the X-ray topographsand in
figure 5. The plane of the sectionis (201).There is just a singlegenerationof closure
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